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Starbucks takes coffee break

By Casey Altman

Assistant news editor

Georgia Southern is still waiting
for that morning pick-me-up at the
Russell Union. Last fall the school
reported that a Starbucks would be
ready for operation sometime during this spring semester. Delays in
the process may cause the projected
opening date to be pushed back.
Tom Palfy the director of auxiliary
services said the constructional phase
cannot begin until the long contractual process is completed. He said the
contract has been drawn and has been
signed by GSU.
According to Palfy, the school is
now waiting on the contract to be
signed by Starbucks.
"If they mess around too long it
will push back the late April, early
May opening date," he said.
Starbucks representatives have not
confirmed that a store will be opening at GSU.
Alan Richardson, Southeast Regional Marketing Manager, Starbucks
Coffee Company said, "Starbucks is
always looking for theperfect location
to serve our customers, but we cannot confirm a location in Statesboro,
Ga., at this time. We look forward to
announcing our plans in the coming
months."
Before the holiday break, there
see COFFEE, page 3

Bush talks on policy agenda,
war and alternative fuel in
State of Union address
ByTerrenceHunt
Associated Press

Crayson Hoffman/STAFF

Construction on the new Starbucks at the Russell Union has been delayed until the contractual process is completed, Renovations and construction
are now expected to start in March or April.

Art professor to lecture
on editorial cartooning
By Rachel McDaniel
News editor

AP Photo/John Bazemore

Coretta Scott King stands in front of a painting of her late husband,
civil-rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr., in Atlanta, 2003. Coretta Scott
King died Tuesday morning.

Coretta Scott King
dies at age 78
By Harry R. Weber
Associated Press

ATLANTA — Lori Smith said
she wanted to pay her respects
to Coretta Scott King, but more
importandy expose her children to
the legacy of peace and nonviolence
that the civil rights pioneer and her
husband devoted their lives to.
The accountant from Atlanta
watched videos and walked by
exhibits Tuesday at the King Center
with her two daughters — ages 7
and 16 months — after learning
that King had died.
"I wanted my children to see,"
Smith said. "It's very important for
them to know what I already know.
It's important that we pass that along
to future generations."
Scores of other well-wishers
left flowers and cards at the center,
www.stp.georgiasouthem.edu

Bush
addresses
nation

or toured a section that provides
information and documentaries
about King's slain husband, Martin
Luther King Jr.
Paul Green, a 16-year-old from
Atlanta, said that a lot has changed
since the civil rights era ofthe 1960s,
as he watched a video about King's
life. But, he said, in some ways things
could be better.
"People could step up that aren't
stepping up," he said. "People as a
whole. There are things that could
be done better."
Smith said she grew up during
the tail end of the civil rights era
and attended Martin Luther King's
funeral as a youngster. She said that
considering Coretta King's death,
other people will need to carry on
the King message.
see KING, page 3

Jorge Montero is a Venezuelan
illustrator, graphic designer, visual
artist, editorial cartoonist and assistant professor of art at Georgia
Southern.
He will talk to students and show
his nationally acclaimed cartoons
today at 5 p.m. in the Arts Building
Auditorium.
Montero has been drawing political cartoons for 25 years.
"Being an editorial cartoonist is a
great opportunity to share our statement on social and political issues.
It is like being a sort of collective
conscience," said Montero.
"I was published in El Diario de el
Los Andes, Panorama and El Nacional,
all these in Venezuela," he said.
"Also I was the editorial cartoonist for the Daily Iowan in Iowa City
during my schooling. In 1996 I got
a national Venezuelan award as a
cartoonist."
Montero said his main concern
with editorial cartooning is to make
people aware of what is happening
around them, like poverty and other
issues.
He thinks it is a good idea for students to try to get published while they
are in school because it gives different
voices a chance to make a statement
of what is going on locally, nationally
and internationally.
Montero will speak on how to get
published and where to start with
ideas. "Start working on analyzing
what is happening in social and politi-

Special Photo

Above: An editorial cartoon from
Montero's website.
Right: An illustration from Montero's
website.

cal arena, make a statement and then
make a visual," said Montero.
"Make people think about issues
and make them aware," he said.
"An editorial cartoon is about
making complex social, economic
and political issues for the audience
to understand."
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Special Photo

WASHINGTON - A politically
weakened President Bush declared
Tuesday night that America, must
break its long dependence on Mideast
oil and rebuked critics of his stay-thecourse strategy for the unpopular
war in Iraq.
Rej ecting calls for the withdrawal
of troops from Iraq, Bush said, "There
is no peace in retreat."
In an unscripted moment, antiwar activist Cindy Sheehan, the
mother of a fallen soldier in Iraq,
was taken into custody by police in
the House gallery just before Bush
spoke to a joint session of Congress.
She was escorted from the visitors'
gallery after she caused a disruption,
a Capitol Police official said.
Bush asked lawmakers to join him
in naming a commission to examine
the impact of Baby Boom retirements
on Social Security, Medicare and
Medicaid spending.
Bush called for increased federal
research into alternative fuels such as
ethanol made from weeds or wood
chips instead of corn.
Facing budget deficits that may
approach or exceed $400 billion this
year, Bush had no room for expensive,
new initiatives. Spending on those
three programs alone will be almost
60 percent of the federal budget by
2030, Bush said.
Three years from leaving office,
Bush went before the nation as a politically weakened president after the
toughest year of his administration.
With Americans anxious about the
economy, weary of the Iraq war and
unhappy about the administration's
response to Hurricane Katrina, Bush's
job approval fating is in the anemic
high 30s to low 40s.
Health care is a priority for both
parties, particularly since nearly 46
million Americans lack insurance.
Democrats say that in 2005 alone,
the number of uninsured grew by
nearly a million.
"Keeping American competitive
requires affordable health care," the
president said.
Bushproposed greater taxbenefits
for health saving accounts, the highdeductible health care plan that allows
people to contribute money tax-free
to 401(k)-like health savings plans,
as a way to expand their use. He said
lawmakers also must allow workers to
take the coverage with them as they
change jobs.
As he has in every State of the
Union address to some extent, Bush
said the United States must curb its
reliance on foreign oil imports.
The president addressed the nation from the House chamber before
members of the House and Senate,
justices ofthe Supreme Court, foreign
dignitaries, Cabinet secretaries and
other VIPs.
Bush divided his address between
problems at home and abroad.
With the war in Iraq about to
enter its fourth year and more than
2,240 American troops killed, Bush
said the nation must not falter in
see BUSH, page 2
—IIsmmma
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Two Georgians make U.S. Winter Olympic team
Harry Webber

Associated Press

While hardly a winter wonderland, Georgia landed two members
on the U.S. team that was announced
Tuesday for the Turin Winter
Olympics.
Speedskater Charles Ryan Leveille, who grew up in Cumming, and
bobsledder Randy Jones of Atlanta
were among the 211 athletes officially
nominated for the team by the U.S.
Olympic Committee.
The 22-year-old Leveille (pronounced le-vee-ay) is a former top
inline skater who switched to ice
after the Salt Lake City Olympics.
He overcame a broken back to
make the speedskating team as a
possible member of team pursuit,
a new event.
When Leveille was growing up on
Lake Lanier, he never dreamed of one
day making the Winter Olympics.
"I didn't even know what ice was,"

he said in early January, shortly after
he was picked for the 18-member
speedskating team.
Jones, a native of Winston-Salem,
N.C., is a pusher on the four-man
bobsled team.
Jones will be competing in his
fourth Olympics, having won a silver
medal at the Salt Lake City Games
four years ago.
Jones is one of only a handful
of black athletes competing in the
Winter Olympics. He talked about
his warm-weather background in
the biography posted on the U.S.
Olympic team Web site.
"When we're in Europe, we're
in cold places all the time," he said.
"You're just longing for heat when
the season is done. When you're
in training, you can get more done
in a warm area. You just feel better. The heat makes me want to go
work out."
The Winter Games will begin Feb.
10 in Turin, Italy.

Wednesday, February 1
Midway: Between Slavery and
Self-Sufficiency-The Remaking of
a Black Community, 1860-1875
Rosenwald Building
Art Exhibit, Foundations: Form
and Content
Foy Fine Arts Building
Final Deadline for International
Graduate student to apply for
Summer 2006
8 p.m.
Movie: Saw 2
Russell Union Room 1085
5 p.m.
Latino American cartoons
Arts Bldg. Auditorium 2071

AP Photo/Lionel Cironneau

Apolo Anton Ohno, left, of the United States collides with South Korea's Ahn Hyun-Soo and MathieuTurcotte of
Canada in the final streach of the men's 1,000-meter short-track speedskating race at the Winter Olympics in Salt
Lake City.

6 p.m.
Student Government Meeting
Russell Union Room 2047
Thursday, February 2
5:30 p.m.
International Club Meeting
Russell Union Room 2042
6 p.m.
Bulloch County Eagle Club baseball preseason rally and cookout
Tickets are $10. Call 681-5691
J.I. Clements Stadium

Tobacco
Quit Line
1-877-270-STOP
TTY 1 -877-777-6534 for the hewing impaired

Live
Healthy

Georoia

Mcmr

6 p.m.
African Student Association
Meeting
Russell Union Room 2047

Special Photo

Secretary of GSU's Habitat for Humanity, Anjeanetta Vincent, works at a
build site with other members of the club.

By Myrtice Boone

Staff writer

Everyone has heard the saying 'step
by step,'but what about 'plankbyplank'
or 'nail by nail?' Of course, it is not
quite a common phrase but for some
students it is a regular process.
Georgia Southernhas its own Habitat for Humanity chapter, a national
organization that aims to rid communities of poverty housing and provide
decent shelter for everyone.
There are local chapters in most major cities and about 200 college campus
chapters throughout the U.S. There is
a local chapter in Statesboro, which is
beneficial to GSU's chapter.
"Because we have a Habitat neighborhood in Statesboro, you can easily
see where all your time and money is
going," said Leah Bendig, president of
the campus chapter.
The campus chapter started in April
of 1990 and has about 30 members this
year. These students meet twice every
month in the Russell Union.
Any student is welcome to join
the club by simply showing interest

Your mind isn't the only
thing that needs exercise.
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STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the
official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing
the facilities provided by
GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously
published newspaper in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga.The newspaper is
a designated public forum
for the Georgia Southern
University community. The
ideas expressed herein are
those of the editor or the
individual authors and do
not necessarily represent
the views of the Student
Media Advisory Board,
the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia
Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia.The George-Anne is
published four times weekly
(Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) during most
of the academic year and
six times during summers.
Any questions regarding
content should be directed
to the editor at by phone
at 912/681 -5246 or fax at
912/486-7113. f

Readers may access the
newspaper and its archives
staff by visiting our web
site at hrtp.//www.stp.
georgiasouthern.edu.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily
through revenue from
advertisements placed
in the paper and receives
additional support, in part,
from the Student Activities
Budget Committee.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication.
The newspaper strives to
accept ads for legitimate
products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card
number, other personal
information, or money in
advance of the delivery
of a product or service.
Students are also urged to
report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which
they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems
too good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIEINFO
ALL FREE student and facul-

ty ads to be run in the G-A
must have a NAME, RO. BOX
and PHONE NUMBER. Ads
will be rejected if they do
not have this information.
NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F. I.Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, Ga.
30460.912/681-5246 (News)
or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax);
912/681-0069 (adviser).
EMAIL DIRECTORY
Editor in Chief
gaeditor@georgiosouthern.edu

Managing Editor
gomed@georgiasouthern.edu

News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthern.edu

Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves
the right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE:lhe
deadline for reserving space
and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week
prior to the intended publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate
cards, sample publications,

contact: LindseyTreadwell,
Marketing Director, ADS,
(912) 681 -5418, ads@georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Neville,
Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069, bneville@
georgiasouthern.edu
'
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:The newspaper
makes every reasonable
effort to present correct and
complete information in
advertisements. However,
the advertiser is responsible
for proofing the ad upon
publication and should
notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an
error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in
advertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited
to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad.
Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an ad's
omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular
edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free
classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be
non-commercial in nature

tt\ College Plaza
Statesboro, GA 30458

and submitted in writing,
with the name of the
sender, local address, and
phone number. No free
ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per
person per week. Commercial classified are available
only from our online site
at www.gsuads.com. The
price of commercial ads
is $7 for 200 characters
for line ads. Ads must be
paid for using a major
credit card. For classified
display ads, contact ads@
georgiasouthern.edu
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail subscriptions are
not available at this time.
However, readers may visit
our web site for free access
to current and past issues.
Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal
of the newspaper to have
its edition placed on-line
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will be
placed ort-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free
of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus
through delivery sites located in campus buildings,
at off-campus sites, and in
residence halls.

NOTICE
Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for a
roommate or acquaintance,
at distribution sites. Additional copies are 50 cents
each and are available at the
Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of
additional copies from a
distribution site constitutes
theft under Georgia law,
a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or
jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who
removes more than the
authorized number of copies from distribution sites
prosecuted to the full extent
of the law.
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge
the theft of one of our
slogans -"Liked by Many,
Cussed by Some, Read by
them All"- from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he
can tell you who he stole
it from originally. Credit
for the other -"Covering
Campus like A Swarm of
Gnats - goes to G-A alum
Mike Mills.

and paying dues of $ 10 for a semester.
These dues are put toward the purchasing of office supplies and building
materials.
And construction work is not a
requirement. Every member is not
obligated to go out and build.
Freshman Habitat member Casey
Griffin enjoys the fact that he has
options.
"I love the leniency of being able
to volunteer in whatever activity you
want, whenever you want. You're not
really pushed, as a member, to do a
certain task."
Another freshman member, Shelby
Goss, backs Griffins claim. "Everyone
is given a chance to participate through
building, meetings or the fundraisers,"
said Goss.
Some people jump at the chance of
going out to the sites. Anjeanetta Vincent, a junior at GSU and the secretary
of Habitat, believes taking part in the
build is humbling because "everyone is
enjoying themselves all while working
to help someone else have something
that many people may take for granted:
their own home," she said.
Whether you're looking to serve
your community by raising money or
building homes, Habitat for Humanity
is one ofthe many service and advocacy
clubs available on campus.

Bush

from page 1

what he called the central front in
the war on terror. Bush did not offer
any timetable for bringing American
troops home from Iraq. There are about
138,000 U.S. troops in Iraq, down from
about 160,000 at the time of the January elections.
Bush said the United States and its
allies were united in insisting that Iran
not develop nuclear weapons.
The president renewed his oftstated goal for Congress to make
permanent the tax cuts enacted during
his presidency.
Bush called for greater public
spending on basic science research
and more money for math and science
education.
He proposed an initiative to train
70,000 high school teachers to lead advanced-placement courses in math and
science. In addition, he urged bringing
30,0000 math and science professionals
into the classrooms to teach.
"We need to encourage children to
take more math and science and make
sure those courses are rigorous enough
to compete with other nations," the
president said.

6 p.m.
United Caribbean Association
Meeting
Russell Union Room 2044
Friday, February 3
7 a.m.
8th Annual Student Success Conference
Nessmith-Lane Bldg.
10 a.m.
Black Expo: booths of artwork, ;
books food and more relining to
African American culture
Between the Russell Union and
University Bookstore
6:30 p.m.
Hillel Services
Russell Union Room 2044
Saturday, February 4
10 a.m.
Hand-Made Paper for your Valentine
GSU Botanical Garden-Bland
Cottage
11:30 a.m.
International Conversation Hour
Russell Union Room 2080
Sunday, February 5
9:30 a.m.
Junie B. Jones
Nessmith-Lane Bldg.
6 p.m.
Super Bowl on the Big Screen
Russell Union Room 1085
Monday, February 6
6 p.m.
Future of Black America: Panel
discussion featuring Otis Johnson
the mayor of Savannah
Russell Union Room 2047
7:15 p.m.
Cinema Arts Movie: Rize
Russell Union Auditorium
Tuesday, February 7
6 p.m.
Issues of Today's Black Population
Russell Union Room 2041
7 p.m.
GSU Debate Team Meeting
Russell Union Room 2073
7 p.m.
Singles Mixer
Russell Union Room 2047
7 p.m.
FYE Success Series
Russell Union Room 2080
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THE BIG STORY

Alito wins Supreme Court confirmation Coffee

from page 1

By David Espo

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Samuel Alito
took his place on the Supreme Court
Tuesday after winning Senate confirmation, a personal triumph for the
son of an Italian immigrant and a
political milestone in President Bush's'
campaign to give the judiciary a more
conservative cast.
The 58-42 Senate vote was largely
along party lines as Democrats registered overwhelming opposition
to Bush's choice to replace Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor, whose rulings
have helped uphold abortion rights,
affirmative action and other legal
precedents of the past 50 years.
Bush hailed Alito as "a brilliant
and fair-minded judge who strictly
interprets the Constitution and laws
and does not legislative from the
bench."
"It is a seat that is reserved for few
but that impacts millions," said Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist moments
before the Senate sealed Alito's place in
history as the nation's 110th justice.
Alito, 55 and a veteran of 15 years
on the appeals court, watched on
television alongside Bush at the White
House as the Senate voted.
He was sworn in about an hour
later in a low-key ceremony at the

Supreme Court building across the
street from the Capitol. Chief Justice
John Roberts, Bush's first nominee
for the high court, administered the
oath of office.
Alito's confirmation has been a
certainty for days, and all Republicans
except Sen. Lincoln Chafee of Rhode
Island, voted for him. Only four of 44
Democrats voted in favor ofconfirmation, the lowest total in modern history
for an opposition party.
"There is no consensus that he
will allow the court to perform its
vital role in continuing the march
of progress toward justice and equal
opportunity," said Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, leader in a final attempt to
derail the nomination that exposed
Democratic divisions instead.
Roberts was confirmed by a
far wider margin, 78-22, late last
year, replacing the late William H.
Rehnquist.
Republicans were unanimous in
voting for Roberts, and Democrats
had split evenly, 22 in favor and 22
opposed.
Roberts was viewed by Democrats
as one conservative replacing another.
By contrast, Alito is seen by Democrats
and outside groups aligned with them
as a Reagan-era conservative replacement for a moderate justice whose
opinions kept the court centered.

was a pile of construction material
in the old pool hall in the Union, the
location of the proposed Starbucks.
Don't be confused; this had nothing
to do with Starbucks.
"That was a false alarm," said Palfy.
He said a construction crew used the
space when putting up the new walls

King
from page 1
AP Photo/Dennis Cook

JudgeSamuel Alito, right, and Sen.JimBunning,R-Ky., a baseball hall offamer,
talk baseball on Capitol Hill Tuesday after the Senate Judiciary Committee
on a 10-8 party line vote sent his nomination to the Supreme Court to the

Apart from placing Roberts and
Alito on the nine-member Supreme
Court, the Senate has confirmed
Bush appointees to 42 of 179 total
seats on the federal appeals courts.
Several of those were confirmed
in bruising political battles that
brought the Senate to the verge of
political meltdown.
Bush has long said he hoped to appoint members of the Supreme Court
in the mold of Justices Antonin Scalia
and Clarence Thomas.
The two men are among the court's
minority that has voted to overturn the

stories by The Associated Press

© MANTECA, Calif. — A pastor accused of selling the town's
oldest church pleaded guilty to
embezzlement and agreed to 18
months in prison, court officials
said.
Randall Radic, 53, entered his
plea as part of a deal in which
prosecutors agreed to drop nine
other charges.
Radic had preached at First Congregational Church in Ripon for
nearly a decade before he sold the
church last October for $525,000,
allegedly using the money to buy
a BMW. He also faked documents
that gave him possession of his
house, authorities said.
Before the plea deal, Radic had
faced up to nine years in prison for
10 counts, including two counts
of theft by embezzlement, two
counts of obtaining property
by false pretenses, four counts
of forgery of signature and two
counts of presenting a fraudulent
document.
Radic remains in San Joaquin
County Jail on $750,000 bail. He
was scheduled to appear for a
formal sentencing and restitution
hearing on March 16.

Buy any regular menu item valued at $6.95 or greater,

the Pittsburgh Steelers and the
Seattle Seahawks in Detroit.
"I know the folks in the state of
Washington are rooting for the
Seahawks, so we wanted to make
sure everyone knows the city of
Washington is fully in support
of the Steelers," Mayor Kenneth
J. Westcott told the Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review.
Anyone sending bills, cards or
letters should continue addressing them to Washington, however, because the name change is

W

3.99

and get a hookah for only...

©

cosmetic and not recognized
by the U.S. Postal Service.
"It's just a spoof until after
the Super Bowl,"Westcott told
the newspaper.

Open 24/7
Delivery 24/7
We cater!

Wirelessh temet
available!

EAGLE

4p.m. - 12 a.m.
every day
Offer expires 2/24/06

200 Lanier Dr.

DINER Next to Dos Primos
and Oasis

Serving Don Corleone's Pizza
www.eagledineronline.com

/ro 1 _ 1 41 4.

WINGS CAFE

STUDENTS!

We specialize on wings!
Free Delivery
(912)-681-4884

Tell us what you think about
the campus drinking issue!

Hot wings, Burgers,
Philly Cheese, Fish and more.

We accept all major credit cards.

Business Hours
Mon~Thu:4pm~2am

1607 Chandler Road
Statesboro, GA 30458

Baptist Church, where King preached
and his widow remained a member
after his death, the telephone rang
constantly as people offered their
condolences.
Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue ordered flags at all state buildings to be
flown at half-staff and offered to allow
the body of Mrs. King to lie in state
at the Capitol.
At the Capitol, about a mile from
the King Center, lawmakers observed
a moment of silence and then took
turns delivering emotional speeches,
calling Mrs. King "the first lady of the
civil rights movement."
Back at the King Center, a postcard
on one bouquet of flowers said Coretta
King will be missed.
"Thank you God for loaning us one
of your most sweetest and precious
angels," the card said. "Behind every
great man is an even greater woman.
We love and adore you, Coretta Scott
King.

DINNER AND A HOOKAH

ONLY IN AMERICA
Pastor sells church,
gets 18 months

landmark 1973 court ruling that establish a woman's right to an abortion,
the issue representative of a political
and cultural divide that has persisted
for over 30 years.
Alito's confirmation capped a
seven-month drama that began when
O'Connor announced she would retire, signaling the first change on the
court in a dozen years.
Bush named Roberts to replace
her, but Rehnquist died before the
Senate could hold hearings. The
president swiftly tapped Roberts to
be chief justice.

"I owe it to her," Smith said. "We
owe it to her."
Dozens of schoolchildren who
had come to the site to learn more
about King walked past and watched
as other adults — some with tears in
their eyes, many dressed in business
suits or hospital scrubs — stopped by
on their morning commutes to pay
their respects to his widow.
At the memorial near downtown
Atlanta that Coretta King built to her
husband decades ago, people from all
walks of life paused Tuesday to honor
the woman's legacy after learning
of her death. Some laid flowers and
kneeled in prayer. Most stood silent,
staring at King's tomb and the surrounding reflecting pool.
At the neighboring Ebenezer

in the commons.
He said that if things go smoothly
demolition and construction should
begin in February and March.
According to Palfy, GSU will be
hiring a company from Orlando to
design the space. He said the company
typically designs Starbucks shops and
knows the company's standards.
Palfy said staff will be hired by
March and will go through three weeks
of training prior to the opening.

Eagle Express is also ACCEPTED.

Fri~Sat:4pm~3am

700% Paid Scholarship
Health Professions

Go to:

www.georgiasouthern.edu/alcoholsurvey

O

START YOUR MEDICAL Q/7 DENTAL CAREER DEBT FREE

Carcasses force
smelly detour
O WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wis.
— Animal carcasses and parts
dumped on the Riverview Expressway gave motorists a smelly
rush-hour detour Monday and left
authorities hunting for whoever
dropped the material to the pavement.
As of Monday evening, police
Lt. Dave Wesener said investigators had not determined how the
incident happened or identified
who was responsible.
Police blocked a part of the
expressway about 4 p.m. and
required westbound traffic to
use the left turn lane to avoid the
mess, Wesener said.
The city street department
brought in a front-end loader to
clear away the carcasses and other
animal parts and scrape the pavement clean.

Town changes
name for Steelers
© WASHINGTON, Pa. — Just to
make sure there's no confusion
about which team they are supporting in the Super Bowl XL, the
mayor and council voted unanimously to change this city's name.
Welcome to Steeler, Pennsylvania.
The name change for the city of
about 15,000 people south of Pittsburgh will last through Feb. 5, the
day of the football game between

FULLY PAID MEDICAL, OPTOMETRY, OR DENTAL EDUCATION
PLUS A MONTHLY STIPEND
♦Full Tuition at Public or Private
School of your choice
•AMA/AOA accredited
- Reimbursement for required
books, equtpmentand laptop
* Reimbursement of schools
required fees (except housing and
meals)
♦Monthly Stipend of at least
$1279.00
Graduate Medical Education

(Internship and Residency)

•Health Professions Scholarship
students are required to apply for
graduate medical education at a
Navy training hospital during
their senior year (does not apply
to Optometry or Dental students).
♦Students may also apply to a
Navy residency-training program
during the Navy Matching.
• Or if you prefer to match for a
civilian residency you may request
a deferment of adive service to
complete your civilian residency.
I For Mare Information Call:

ft IA1IU MEDICAL OFFICER

NMVl

PROGRAMS

4070 Boulevard Center Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32207
1-800-342-8123
lptjax@cnrc.navy.mil

Basic Qualifications
• US Citizen (birth or naturalized)
•Applying or Accepted to an
AMA, AOA, Optometry or ADA
School
«Meet physical qualifications of a
Commissioned Officer
• Competitive MCAT, DAT OAT score
• Minimum GPA of 3.0

A
AccElErate
Your Life

Win a chance at:
$50 cash prizes
Gift certificates to:
Domino's, Maui Smoothies,
Shoney's, Subway, & Wal-Mart
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"I will never apologize for the United States of
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America -1 don't care what the facts are."
-George H.W. Bush
In Newsweek on Aug. 15,1989, commenting on
the shooting down of an Iranian airliner
by a U.S. warship, killing 290 passengers.

editor
editor
editor
editor

Shaky case for warrantless surveillance
The following editorial appeared in The Orange County
Register on Monday, Jan. 30:
Administration spokespeople including Vice President Dick Cheney, Attorney General Alberto Gonzales
and the president himself, have been conducting a fullcourt offensive to persuade Americans that the program
of surveillance of Americans by the National Security
Agency without a warrant from the special secret court
created by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
was not only legal but virtually obligatory following
the terrorist attacks of 9-11.
The campaign is no doubt intended to soften up
public opinion in advance of hearings into the matter
scheduled for Feb. 6 by the Senate Judiciary Committee.

The trouble is, every argument the administration
makes rests on shaky legal ground.
The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act was passed
in 1978 precisely to control the use of surveillance
technology by the government in the wake of abuses
documented during Vietnam and Watergate. While the
act allows for some emergency exceptions, it specifically says, "the procedures in this chapter... shall be
the exclusive means by which electronic surveillance
may be conducted."
Supreme Court precedent says that when Congress
has legislated in a specific area the president's authority
to act in a way other than specified by law, even during
wartime — which Congress was never asked to declare
— is at its weakest. And the FISA law says, "A person is
guilty of an offense if he intentionally engages in elec-

tronic surveillance... except as authorized by statute."
One can understand the president authorizing some
surveillances without warrant as an emergency situation
seemed to warrant it. But this systematic program has
been underway for four years. That's plenty oftime to get
Congress to adopt new procedures if they were needed.
That would have been the right way to do it. Indeed,
the USA Patriot Act contained a few minor tweaks to
the FISA system, so getting Congress to act on new
procedures was hardly out of the question.
Abraham Lincoln has been criticized, and rightfully
so, for suspending the right to habeas corpus unilaterally
during the Civil War. But when it became apparent the
war was going to go on a while, he went to Congress
and got authorization for what he had done. That's a
sound precedent.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the administration wanted to undertake surveillance that
the FISA court — which has refused only a handful of
requests for warrants to do surveillance in the last 20
years — and Congress would not have authorized if
asked to do so openly.
We hope the Judiciary Committee explores these
and other questions aggressively, without the kind of
grandstanding we saw during the Alito hearings, and
in a format that allows plenty of time for follow-up
questions and perhaps incorporates staff counsel as
well as senatorial questions. The issue of whether the
president deliberately broke the law — even with pure
intentions — is serious enough to warrant extended
exploration.

Brandon Smith
AGAINST THE GRAIN

Garrison Keillor
THE OLD SCOUT

Bush can never be
above the law

If it's OK with
them, it's fine by me

"Months after the Sept. 11 attacks, President Bush secretly
authorized the National Security Agency to eavesdrop on
Americans and others inside the United States to search for
evidence ofterrorist activity without the court-approved warrants ordinarily required for domestic spying, according to
government officials." This is the first paragraph of the New
York Times story "Bush Lets U.S. Spy on Callers Without
Courts," published Friday, Dec. 16,2005. This story was the
start ofthe still- ongoing debate about whether Bush's actions
were legally or morally right.
Here's the background: according
to wikipedia.com, in 1978 Congress
passed a law called the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) which
prescribed procedures for the .physical
and electronic surveillance and collection of"foreign intelligence information"
between or among "foreign powers." In
Brandon Smith
a nutshell, this law requires our governis a junior acment to obtain a warrant from the U.S.
counting major
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
from Atlanta. He
is a columnist
in order to legally wiretap international
for The Georgephone
calls. Then, in 2001, the Patriot
Anne.
Act enhanced the FISA to include terrorism groups, not just foreign powers.
To increase effectiveness this act allows agencies like the
National Security Agency (NS A) 72 hours to wiretap without
a warrant, but they must receive a warrant within that 72
hour period for the tapping to remain legal.
Here's the controversy: in 2002 Bush issued an executive
order giving the NSA permission to wiretap without ever
obtaining warrants. This has been kept secret for over three
years; not even Congress has known these warrantless wiretappings have been going on. It wasn't until a security leak
and the New York Times report that this was made public.
The New York Times claims that they have had this
information for over a year, but were asked by the White
House to keep it secret. They finally decided to step up
and publicize the information, and I commend them for
that. They brought light to an issue that the public, and
more importantly the rest of our government, had to know
about. Bush completely stepped out of line in removing
the requirement for the NSA to obtain warrants from the
specialized court. Our country has checks and balances
for a reason. The fact that our president would go around
both the judiciary and the legislative branches to invade the
privacy of our citizens is nothing short of tyrannical, and is a
huge blow to our country as a whole. The law that required
warrants was more than sufficient.
According to nwsource.com, of the last 5,645 requests
for court-ordered surveillance, only 179 have been modified
and six have been rejected. This shows that the systematic
and legal approach prescribed by the FISA worked smoothly
and efficiently, and there was truly no reason to bypass the
law.
Democrats, and even many Republicans, have raised
negative opinions on Bush's secret activity. Senator John
Kerry feels Bush acted wrongly and said this: "If the current
system — in which a special court can approve such wiretaps, even retroactively — is inadequate, the administration
can come to Congress to approve a new law." I agree with
Kerry's statement completely. If Bush felt the current law
was insufficient he should have approached Congress with
a new plan.
It's time to take action against a president who feels he is
above the law. It's time to let George Bush know once and
for all that he is President. Not King.

If the National Security Administration is monitoring
my phone calls for quality assurance (and why shouldn't
they be?) they're no doubt puzzled over conversations that
go like this:
ME: Hi. Just me. HER: Where are you? ME: On my way
home. HER: You're calling from the car? ME: Right. HER
You coming straight home? ME: Be there in five minutes.
HER Okay. Bye now. ME: Bye now.
"Bye now" is a common sign-off in Minnesota, short for
"Goodbye for now;' but to an intelligence
officer, it might sound like "Final," the
code name of the al-Qaida operative
in Upper Hotdogistan, which might
be enough to get me stuffed into an
unmarked plane to Syria, where men
with pantyhose over their heads will take
turns bouncing On me until I tell what I
know about Project Cantaloupe, which is
Garrison Keillor
nothing, nada, zero. And three years later
is an acclaimed radio
I'd return home, unable to remember my
personality.and bestown Social Security number.
selling humorist.
His"A Prairie Home
But I am not going to worry about
Companion" can
this
now. Conservatives are supposed
be heard Saturday
to
worry
about government running
nights on public
radio stations across roughshod over individuals. That's their
the country
job. If conservatives don't give a rip about
warrantless wiretaps or torture or imprisonment without trial, then why should you or I?
Fear ofthe NSA isn't inhibiting anybody, that's for sure. I got
on a plane in Indianapolis last Sunday and halfthe passengers
had little silver phones stuck to their ears, checking in with
headquarters, reporting their position and ETA.
To me, young people, the cell phone is an innovation out
ofthe funny papers, Dick Tracy's wrist radio now in everyone's
pocket. Everyone except my stepdaughter, who believes it
causes brain cancer. I sawahomeless man camped in a sleeping
bag on the steps ofa church, his shopping cart parked nearby,
and he was mumbling into a cell phone. Which is perfectly
reasonable, homeless people having no way to hook up a
regular phone, but what about Trappist monks? What about
cowpokes and deckhands and poets and all the classic lonely
guys? The hobo highballing through Utah: Does he sit in his
boxcar and talk to his mom in Peoria?
I remember, young people, a time in our nations history
when people walked down the street quietiy thinking their
own thoughts. Persons of that era — an era that produced
Joseph Heller's "Catch-22," J.F. Powers' "Morte D'Urban,"
and "Searchin"' by Leiber & Stoller and recorded by the
Coasters — were able to live in their own heads a good deal
of the time.
I don't say that's a good thing necessarily.
Soon we'll have 14-digit telephone numbers, and then
20- and 25-digit. You can't remember 25 digits,,so if you lose
your cell phone on the plane, you'll be in big trouble. You'll
needtolocateasurvivingpayphone.perhapsinadusty alcove
under the stairs, and get some coins by breaking a twenty at
Starbucks, purchasing the venti latte with 2 percent and a
shot of rhubarb flavoring. You dial Information. You get an
operator with a Bengali accent and you ask for a number in
Minnesota and she asks you to spell it. And then an electronic
lady's voice spiels out the 25 digits as you balance the latte
in the arm that your laptop bag is slung over and you write
seven digits on the palm of your left hand before the ballpoint
runs out of ink and a big hand clamps on your shoulder. A
bullet-headed man in a black jumpsuit takes you away in an
SUV Those seven digits correspond to Arabic letters that spell
"Tuesday' and for the next three days interrogators sit on you
and ask what heinous things you're cooking up.
I'd rather not go there, young people. You go. I'll stay
here.

Write Brandon at Audil43@hotmail.com.

Mike Kennedy:

Why do I need to be a Christian to help out?
This past Wednesday I noticed a flier stating the
perfect way to spend this spring break: by helping those
in need in New Orleans. What a great idea, I thought! I
■
have wanted to help since the devastais a senior
^on occurred, but never really knew
geology major
how I could get down there to do so
from Savannah,
until this flier.
In case you haven't seen it, it says it
costs $ 100 and "everyone" is welcome.
The Baptist Student Union is organizing this effort. I
called the number listed and a young man answered.
I asked him if you have to be a Christian to go on this
venture; he said no.
I asked if I had to attend church or religious services;
he said no.

Chris Bates:

When I said "great," he told me that they have nightly
prayer meets, which I asked if they were required and
he said no, but you have to go.
I asked if you technically have to be Christian, and
he said yes, and that it is required to attend the services,
after all. I said that excludes me then, and hung up.
How disappointing. Christians are all the time
screaming that they are being discriminated against,'
and they excluded me because I am not one, how crazy!
How very Christian-like! I just wanted to help with the
effort and not have to listen to religious doctrine in the
process. I am so glad I am an atheist; at least I don't
practice faith-based discrimination.
Write Mike at kennedy.mike@comcast.net.

TURI

Morality requires a standard, higher being
Brandon Smiths recent article regarding religion and
morals was truly against the grain (Values and morals
not just Christian, Monday, Jan. 19).
„ , _
I applaud the writer for thinkChris Bates
, ,., , , . ,,
m
is a junior faiolg uniquely and slightly fading the
ogy majorfrom
stigma that Georgia Southern is comStatesboro, Ga.
posed of simple-minded thinkers.
As I read his article and pondered
his arguments I was once again face to face with the
ignorance ever present in certain arena of society and,
specifically, the media.
I do concur with the writer's statement that values
and morals are not singularly Christian, however I
disagree that values should be of primary importance,
not Christianity.
Morality is defined as being in accord with standards
of right or good conduct, but what are the standards
of right and good conduct? If we live in a society that
asserts truth as merely relative, my morality is as good
as yours.
It is imperative that we recognize morality and virtue
to be based on an absolute standard. The purpose for

morality, and the reason it must be transcendent and
immutable, is primarily rooted in the fact that what
is "right" or "good" is for the protection and benefit
of society.
Because human justice and morality are failing us
daily, the only alternative or way any useful morality can
exist is through an infinite all-powerful God.
Morality or good deeds without a true belief in God
are worthless to those who truly understand the teaching
of atheism. This is because those who understand the
true end ofatheism understand that there is no meaning,
nothing matters and that those who are telling me to do
right are just like me: they are human.
My point is that without an infinite being as an
absolute standard and without something non-human,
such as God, setting the standard for right and wrong,
these seeming opposites can vary as situational influences
shift the popular mind set.
As a result, true practical morality will decline and
human values will be worthless.
Write Chris at christopher_r_bates@C-eorgiaSouthern.edu
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THE IPennvPressl CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Poi sources

1

40. Biographical
datum
43. Surrenderer
45. Short poem
48. Sensual
52. Common salt
additive
53. Cheek by
jowl
54. Church areas
55. Obtuse

6. Malayan

outriggers
11. Theorize
13. Beau

14. Swit, to Alda,
eg-

15. __ of credit
16. Use a pencil
part
18. Poem type
19. Playground item
22. World's fair, e.g.
25. Breeze
26 Accessible
31 Allergic
response
33 Constricted
34 Porcupines
36 "
Got a
Secret"
37 Valise
38 Circus
performer
1

2

3

4

DOWN
1. Spasm
2. Hustle and
bustle
3. Legal matter
4. Like a
popular hot
cereal
5. Astronomer
6. Crusty
dessert
7. Wharf
denizen
5
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P
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8. Cognizant of
9. Did extremely
well on
10. Shriveled
12. Cenozoic, e.g.
13. Moving
muscles
17. Mediterranean
or Caspian
19. Obi, e.g.
20. Rose, e.g.
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21. Incensed
23. Smeared
24. Wooden
propeller
27. Means of
transport
28. Fedora
feature
29. Nil, to
Newcombe
30. Water
vessel
32. Urge
35. Unlock, in
verse
39. Obeyed
reveille
40. Battle
song?
41. Gooey
stuff
42. Termini
44. Society
entrant
46. Spotted
cube
47. Printing
measures
49. Tenthweddinganniversary metal
50. Psyche
parts
51. Bee
chaser

http://www.gsuads.com
.. .and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): Send an
email message to...

gaclass@georgiasouthem.edu
You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.

www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu

THE IPennvPressl WORD SEEK PUZZLE
What's so PH-unny?
This Word Seek is sure to be a PH-un
puzzle experience because each word
listed below contains PH. How many
words can you find hidden in the diagram?
ASPHALT

GOPHER

CAMPHOR

GRAPH

DOLPHIN

HYPHEN

ELEPHANT

METAPHOR

EMPHASIS

MORPH

EPIPHANY

NEPHEW.

EUPHORIA

PAMPHLET

Yesterday's Solution

Today's Birthday (02-01-06). This year is about more than just
making money. The challenge is in holding onto it.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21 -April 19) - Today is a 7 - There's a nagging
suspicion that you'd better fix something now, before it breaks.
You know what it is, too.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Today is an 8 - At first it seems like the
task you're facing is impossible. As you get into it, however, you
will find a way.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)-Today isa 6-Don't make assumptions, or rely on others, especially early. Too many changes are
going on.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a 7 - An unexpected development related to your work disrupts your travel plans. Watch out

Buy or Sell
AutosforSale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Trade & Barter
Wanted

for that.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 6 - Not a good time to travel,
not a good time to gamble _ wait until tomorrow.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -Today is a 6 - Conditions are unstable
now. Others seem to be in control. It's up to you to keep things
going in the right direction.

AGN I HPLODYWR M A A

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
RoommatesWanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
-Today isa 7-Don't believe
everything you hear today.
Even reliable sources could
have the facts wrong. Don't
gossip, either.

800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides
900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

(

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -Today is a 7 -You've been stirring
things up lately, so don't be surprised if you get a lively reaction.
You asked for it.

(c) 2006,TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
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"Alright, maybe you're not giving me the full-on
tough love, but it sure feels chewier than usual."

BY

IMS

I NEEDT°FlNDKNoX/\
GlRliftEND roR VALENTINE'S-.
I CPOLPNT FIND ONE- IMYEAR.
HE WANTs
60ME.0NE 1 */ ... \ rx*

6 9 2 4
5 6 7
9
1 3 5
6 |

6
8

3
4
3
2 8 9
1

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid so
that every row, column and
every 3*3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved, just
use logic to solve.
Previous Puzzle Solution
4
6
8
7
9
1
2
3
5

5
2
7
8
3
4
9
6
1

9
1
3
2
6
5
7
4
8

3
4
1
9
2
7
8
5
6

2 6
7 8
5 9
6 1
4 5
8 3
14
9 2
3 7

7 1 8
3 5 9
6 4 2
4:3 5
1 8 7
2:96
5 6 3
8 7 1
9 2 4

Create and solve your
Sudotai puzzles tor FREE.

3 2

PRIZESUDOKU.COM

So, HE fteTTY MucH WANTS
To W\TE HIMSELF M WITH

SHYPwD
NERvouS

THE PEST THINS- APOUT
GQ\K& AWAY TO COLU-&E
IS FINALLY VQm& THIHeS

so

SmCB NO ONE'S
//fieFTO TELl- N\E WHkT
TO PO, I CAW PAKTY All
THE TIME, STAY OUT All
NliSHT, IM? GO HIT All

WHAT VO YOU
WANT TO 90
TONIGHT?

by Aaron Warner

NOTHING.
\

lUtPAZS/
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PHOENIX

%

.f^SSS^*

PHONE
PHONY
PHOTO

PHYSIQUE

R H M

PROPHECY

GPHONEEEQQAC' E P M
MHOXEQRTUHXN Z Z Y
YOHMNELEPHAN TOM

700 Travel
710 Spring Break Travel .

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is a 7 - You're very imaginative
now, but try not to start any trouble. Don't ask for money either,
until tomorrow.

PHLOX

M P P

P O R

Services
Education &Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -Today is a 6 -You're feeling lucky, but
take care. Just the opposite is more likely. Don't gamble, shop or
lead a loved one to think you're made of money.

PHEASANT

PHRASE

H T Z

600
610
620
630
640
650

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)-Today is a 7 - There's something
unusual about the money in your pocket. Check your change for
rarities, and your pockets for holes.

PHASE

E A H

Y 0 E

500 Personals
500 Personals

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Today is a 7- Creative work pays
especially well now. Crank out as much as you can, while the
market is in your favor.

Very easy

PHARMACY

ASPHALT IQLQP 0 I S
REHMR I TNOOHP Y T I
MAEUOERER I HP PAS

PROPHET
SAPPHIRE
SPHERE
TRIUMPH
TROPHY
TYPHOON
ZEPHYR

Announcements
100-199
130 Lost & Found
REWARD for missing Tiffany & Co womani's watch.
Engraved & very sentimental!
Lauren 770-359-8382

140 Other
Announcements
Badminton Club Tues/Thurs
9-1 lpm at the RAC. No experience or equipment? No
problem! Formore info, (912)
678-1717.
Do you want to bring students
to your student group's worship activities? Place an ad
in the G-A!

Rip us off
That's right, classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Want to find a home
for your pet iguana? Rip us off! Need a roommate? Rip us off. Want to trade your pet
iguana for a new roommate? Rip us off! Here's the deal: 20 words or less, submitted
with this handy form or via email to gaclass@georgiasouthern.edu. You can also place
ads in person at the G-A office. Room 2022, Williams Center. One ad per person per
issue. Non-commercial use only. The GAD reserves the right to refuse any ad.

African Student Association
Meeting February 2, 2006
6p.m. Russell Union Rm
2047. For more info contact
gsu_asa@yahoo.com.
Revival Fire Campus Ministries: We're back again! It's
the Dreamsicle 2 Fashion
Show: Spring'2006, GSU ballroom. Lokking for male and
female models of all races.
If you missed the last show,
don't let it happen again!!!
Call 912-871-7936 and leave
a message.

Buy or Sell

200-299

210 Autos for Sale
'96 Honda Civic, 4 door,
silver, 95,000 miles, good
condition. $4500 or best offer; call 912-541-1337 for
more info.

Name:
Telephone:
Address:

Name, address and telephone number is required for ALL free ads.
Send your classified ad to:

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

Distributed by Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.

PHANTOM

YNOHPXEXYD L R H

CASPP I HHHEOT
YTOXMPRPHPRO
HRSRAHHPHNUG
P I ST CAEEUROE
AUEPSNC I APAS
RMPEHY I CHS I S

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
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A College Girl Named Joe
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300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career& Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/PartTime
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs

Mystic Arts Horoscope

■-. Covering the Web Lite a Swarm of Electrons...
AJ* News Updates 24 Hours a Day

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

The George-Anne Daily
RO. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460

Sorry, no free ads accepted by telephone. At these prices we don't take dictation... but you can use
email: gadass@georgiasouthern.edu (but include all required information - name, address, phone
number - or you just might find an iguana in your mailbox). Free ads are for noncommercial use only.

2002 Mistubishi Galant with
only 65,000 miles. Grey color
with power windows and
locks. $8200 OBO. Call (912)
507-3590 for more info.

250 Computers &
Software

For sale: Dell computer, all
original equipment! 18 in flat
screen LCD monitor, Pentium
III Processor, window ME
programs, all discs included.
Call 912-681-6645 for more
info.

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale
Ti83 calculator, excellent
shape, $65 obo call brandon(rt),
678-908-9596.
Texas Instrument calculator Tl
83 andTI 81 Great for math
class TI 83 is graphing. Both
have had one owner. Call 912681-6645 for prices.
Rockford Frostgate P3002
Amplifier. It has 300 total
RMS Watts @ 2 ohms. It also
has 75 RMS Watts per channel
@ 4 ohms. The box came with
it and includes instruction and
installation guide, and more.
The retail value is $239.99
but I am only asking for $ 175
obo. Call 678-592-9105 for
more info.
AIR HOCKEY TABLE for
sale. $40, or OBO. Accessories included. Free delivery
in Statesboro! Call 912-5416174.
Kitchen table w/ four chairs
for sale $100. Also two new
light natural finish end tables
w/ metal legs for sale. Paid
$75, asking $50 obo. Call 770262-8490 for more info.
2 2004 Memphis Audio 12's
for sale & 600 watt (MA)
Amp with Fan cooler. Great
QUALITY in sound..$55
(Negotiable)Devron @ 229395-7530
My Math Lab codefcode only)
and TI-83 calculator for sale.
For more information, call
404-660-6342
Must sell a love seat $40
and Microwave, never used,
$35. Serious buyers call
9126814320.
Futon mattress for sale. Sealy

posturepedic 7 inches thick.
Excellent condition. Please
call 912-481-1464 for more
information.
2 12"KickerCompVR12subwoofers in sealed box. These
also come with a 4 gauge
power wire and RCA cables.
Subs were used for about 2-3
months and work just fine.
Each sub can handles 400
watts RMS, 800 watts MAX
and if you put that much power to them, they will POUND!
Looking to get $225 for the
whole setup, OBO. Contact
Tim @770-634-8870.
Futon For sale! Black cushion,
black metal frame, wood arm
rests. Will take best offer, must
sell! Call Evan 912-541-3445
and leave a message.
12 inch Memphis sub-woofer
that is encased. It works perfectly but has a small puncture
in it. I would let the buyer
listen to it first. With this is another empty encasing. I would
like to get rid of around $75
obo. Call 678-592-9105.

270 Motorcycles for
Sale
MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA CBR600RR. Red and
black. Excellent condition.
9100 miles, lotsofaftermarket
parts and accessories. http://loligagger.dotphoto.com $7000
obo 912-678-9729

Employment &
Job Services

300-399

320 Child Care
Needed
For a 3 y/o and part time
6y/o. 3-4 Days per week from
approx. 2 fi 6 p.m. some flexibility. Must be good with
children, able to drive, have
good references, and a good
driving record. Please call for
an interview and have references available. (91,2) 852-

5760, cell (912) 687-6164

360 Jobs/Part Time
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring ft/pt
lifeguards/pool managers LGT
and CPR classes available.
Contact: Allison 770-4853672, allison@nautixpools.
com, or online at WWW.
NAUTIXPOOLS.COM
Looking for part time person
to work mornings. Confidentiality & computer skills a must.
Must work well with people.
Office & organizational skills;
quick books experience preferred. Should be good with
numbers. Contact (912) 7645425 ask for Mr. Pierso.

Housing & Real
Estate

400-499

410 Apartments
For rent, very nice two-bedroom (with balcony), 1-1/2
bath condominium near GSU.
Includes brand new washer,
dryer, and refrigerator. Perfect
for professionals or students.
If interested, please call 912489-1058.

430 Mobile Homes
14x76, 3 BR/2BA mobile
home for sale in nice park
near GSU. Included: couches,
washer & dryer, entertainment
system. $12,500. Call 912844-0188.

450 Roommates
A female roommate is need
for a contract transfer for
2 bedroom/1 bath apt. in
Southern Courtyard for Summer 2006. private bedroom,
washer/dryer, cable and internet connections in room,
furnished!! close to campus
and bus stop. Ask about a
signing bonus!!!!!! call Ronda
@ 912-688-7227 or 706840-2507.
Female roommate needed for
Fall '06, 2 bed/ 2 ba, $307
+ utilities, call Beth at 912486-0025.
Need 1 or 2 females in a 4bed/
4bath in Statesboro Place.
Great roomates! All-inclusive
$365/month. January rent
FREE!!! Call 404-660-6342.

480 Sub Leases

Stadium Walk #45 apt for
rent! 2 bed/1 bath, $450/mo.
Call Louise Daley at 912489-4529.

MUST SUBLEASE!! 2 bd/
lba apartment in Stadium
Walk. Pet friendly. Rent is
$400 a month, will negotiate! Call Cheryl @ (912)
844-0188.

For Rent. 2 bedroom/1 bathroom duplex very close to
campus. $500 per month and
available immediately. Contact 912-489-4578.

Slimmer sublease needed. 3
bedroom with study. $305 a
month plus utilities ($50 est.)
Players Club. Call for more
info 706-830-7862.

420 Lofts & Rooms
Looking for 1 or 2 roomates to
lease bedrooms in 4bed/4bath
Statesboro Place apartment.
Rent is $365/month, all-inclusive. January isfree'.W Call
404-660-6342.
For rent: Large 6/7 Bedroom
Home, 3 bathrooms, $1800
per month, call 912-3981917.

SUBLEASE: One female
roommate to share a brandnew 3 bed/2ba duplex in
Countryside. $29l/month.
Available immediately. Call
(770) 378-9590.
Summer 06' sublease! Available May 7,2006 Statesboro
Place $355/month all inclusive fully furnished call Jessica (706)414-6281.
Two bedroom two bath apart-

ment located at the Woodlands
needs a female sublease for
the spring semester. All inclusive. Will neg. rent. Contact
Sunny at 912-596-5748
We are sub-leasing our apartmerit in Stadium Walk. It is :
2 bedroom, one bath. Rent I
is $425 and the lease ends at
the end of June.*It it available
immediately! Please call 770401-5654 or 404-247-3024 for
more info.

Services
600-699
610 Education &
Tutoring
FUN & STUFF Visit our
Web site for list of things to
do that are educational and
fun. http:/Avww.stp.georgiasouthern. edu/funstuff/

650 Services/
Miscellaneous
Are you female, 18-40, not
pregnant, and sexually active? If so, please call 770354-8495! Compensation
guaranteed for participation
in studv!

Miscellaneous
900-999
910 Pets & Pet
Supplies
Bring your horse to college!
Stable available for boarding.
Minutes from campus. Full
board, pasture board, Lessons. Call Jessica Alexander
(912)658-5658
Two Cats in need of a good
home! One is a kitten and the
other a little older. Please call
478-213-6907 for more info.
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TheGSU
baseball team's
season starts on
Saturday against
the University of
North Florida at J.I.
Clements Stadium.

Chad Bishop

THE WEDNESDAY
SMACK

Awakening
of the spring
fan Crazies
Shhh.... did you hear that?
Listen. Did you hear that russle
of leaves? That twig snap under distant footsteps? There's
someone (or something, or
somethings) approaching.
They are a group of young
men (and women) who are
clearing their throats, massaging their larynxs' and hardening their posteriors for another
long spring of
Americas favorite past time.
They have
gained an infamous reputation chadB|shop
for making a cer- isa senior ■
tain stadium on English
a certain campus "Jgg^
certainly uneasy His sports
for the visitors
column apa, ln
who happen
£
l
rr to
The Georgeenter its confines. Anne every
They emerge Wednesday,
the first weekend
of February with the foremost
intention of making collegiate
first basemen weep like willows
and coaches of that same position want to crawl into a hole
and forget their wasted lives.
They have been reprimanded by elders, Student-Athlete
Services personnel and Athletic
Directors alike.
They have become in the
fear of every Southern Conference foe, and the urban legend
of their existence has spread
throughout the Eastern seaboard.
You may hear the echoes of
some of their greatest hits, such
as: "Hey coach, you're washed
up!" or "Hey first base! How
about a salad!?" and everyone's
favorite, "Heeeere coooooome
the MIDGETS!!!"
(Ask the University of Buffalo about that last one.)
So Saturday afternoon at
the beautiful and glorious J.I.
Clements Stadium, nestled
between Brannen and Cone
Halls, at approximately 1:30
p.m., this mythological faction
of "crazy", sometimes lewd, but
often amusing baseball fans
will awake.

Newton recieves SoCon
Player of the Week

GSU News Service

Georgia Southern senior Nicole
Newton has been named the Baden
Southern Conference women's basketball Player of the Week.
Newton, a native of Dublin, Ga.,
earns the award for the second time
in her career.
In two games last week, she averaged 23 points and 7.5 rebounds per
game, leading the Lady Eagles to a
2-0 record.
In GSU's 65-48 win over Furman,
Newton poured in 22 points, 16 in the
second half, and just missed out on a
double-double with nine rebounds.
The victory snapped a six-game losing
streak to the Lady Paladins.
Monday night Newton tied her

career high with 24 points, shooting
i 2-for-17 from the floor, and set a new
personal-high with six steals.
She also dished out two assists
and had one block, marking the
second straight game she tallied at
least one assist, block and steal in the
same game.
Her 46 combined points are
the highest two-game total in her
career.
Newton ranks second in the SoCon in points per game (14.3) and
third in rebounds per contest (8.5).
GSU (9-11, 6-5) head back out
on the road this weekend playing at
Elon Saturday and UNC Greensboro
Monday.

Steeler to make trip
back to homeland
By Alan Robinson
Staff writer
Hines Ward is taking the trip ofan
NFL player's lifetime to the Super
Bowl. It's the visit he's wanted to make
since first playing youth football in
Atlanta and, because of two AFC
championship game losses, one he
feared he might never achieve.
As much as reaching Detroit means
to the Pittsburgh Steelers' four-time
Pro Bowl receiver, the journey he takes
in April will be equally significant for
a much different reason.
For the first time in his adult,
life, Ward is traveling back to South
Korea.
One of the few Asian-heritage
stars in NFL history, he's planning a
two-weekvacation there accompanied
by the mother, Kim Young-hee, who
came to America in the 1970s to be
with her GI husband.
This is about saying thanks to a
mother who didn't know English when
she moved to the United States, but
knew of things far more important:
the value of trust, honesty, hard work,
loyalty.
And, most of all, of love.
"My mom is why I'm here today,"
Ward said Monday, shortly after the
Steelers arrived in Detroit. "My mom
worked her tail off for me. She taught
me how important it is to work hard.
I'm not here if it's not for my mom."
To really bring out the emotions in
Ward, one needs only to mention his
mother. Ward invariably gets mistyeyed talking about her, as if he can't

believe how lucky someone could be
to have a mother like his.
Young-hee must feel the same way
about her son.
Shortly after coming to the United
States, she and her husband divorced,
leaving her in a country whose culture
and language she didn't understand
and with a young son and no way to
support him.
To raise Hines, Young-hee often
worked three jobs nearly around the
clock, taking breaks only to sleep for
a few hours and to go home to get her
son up in the morning and make sure
he had dinner.
Ward didn't have a father to lean
on. He says he has no communication with him today, but he did have
direction.
Even as his football career took
off at Forest Park High near Atlanta,
his mother made him concentrate on
academics, and Ward received excellent grades.
When Ward came to the NFL as a
third-round draft pick in 1998 but, in
essence, a man without a position, he
threw himself into his work.
Ward's background may explain
why he often plays with an edge uncommon for a skill position player.
"My mom never gave up," Ward
said. "She did everything she could
forme, worked threejobs. Sheworked
her tail off."
"I could never pay my mother back
for what she did for me," Ward said.

Submit to the Miscellany Magazine
of the Arts
1.
PD3DGI?
a submission packet in the
following locations;

Library Front Desk
Writing Center
Art Building at G-A Newspaper
rack
George-Anne Office
Miscellany Office

a submission packet in
the following locations
Miscellany Office-William
Center RM 2015
GSU Post Office

NOTES
SoCon Men Standings as of 1/31
North Division
STANDINGS

W-L

W-L

Elon
Chattanooga
Western Carolina
UNC Greensboro
Appalachian State

6-2
4-4
4-4
3-5
3-5

10-11
13-10
10-13
10-12
9-12

South Division
STANDINGS

W-L

W-L

Davidson
Coll. of Charleston
Furman
Ga. Southern
Wofford
The Citadel

6-2
6-3
5-3
5-3
3-5
0-9

13-7
13-7
12-8
14-7
7-14
6-15

SoCon Women Standings as Of 1/31

NBA slam dunk contest

Hawks forward Josh Smith aims to be first to
win consecutive slam dunk contests
Associated Press
Atlanta Hawks forward Josh Smith
could become the third player to win
consecutive NBA slam dunk contests
when he participates in the event during All-Star weekend.
Michael Jordan won back-to-back
competitions in 1987-88 and Jason
Richardson did it in 2002-03.
Joining Smith in the contest this
year will be Andre Iguodala of the
Philadelphia 76ers, New York Knicks
5-foot-9 guard Nate Robinson and.
Hakim Warrick of the Memphis

Grizzlies.
Judges for the event, scheduled for
Feb. 18 in Houston, all have ties to the
Houston Rockets.
Clyde Drexler, Moses Malone,
Elvin Hayes and Kenny Smith were all
stars for the team and former coach
Rudy Tomjanovich led the Rockets to
two NBA titles.
The winner will receive $35,000,
the runner-up gets $22,500 and the
third and fourth finishers get $16,125
each.

Chattanooga
Davidson
UNC Greensboro
Charleston
Ga. Southern
Appalachian St.
Elon
Furman
Western Carolina
Wofford

W-L

W-L

11-0

17-3

7-4
6-5
6-5
6-5
5-5
4-7
3-7
4-7
2-8

11-9
10-10
9-10
9-11
9-10
9-11
7-13

GETTING
INVOLVED...
Do you have a sports-related
story idea? E-mail our editors
at gasports@georgiasouthern.
edu.
Are you interested in writing?
for any section, call the newsroom at (912) 681-5246.

There's

Home
Plk'fee
Now leasing at Statesboro Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Statesboro Place offers
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Clubhouse
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Resident activities
• Tennis courts
• Sand volleyball
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.StatesboroPlace.com

fft Statesboro Place
► Deadline for all
submissions is

[arch 6, 2006!

Remember a quality magazine depends on you!

4-16
6-13

1699 Statesboro Place Circle
Statesboro, GA 30458
912.681.2696

